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The Journal of College Access (JCA) focuses on
the current trends, research, practices, and
development of all types of programs,
policies, and activities related to the access of
and success in postsecondary education.
Issues of college aspiration, qualification,
application, enrollment, and persistence are
the primary emphases.
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Introduction by the Co-Editors
Authored by
Dr. Patrick O’Connor
Dr. Christopher W. Tremblay

The Importance and Implementation of
Eight Components of College and Career
Readiness Counseling in School Counselor
Education Programs
Many advocates of college access work with
the eight-part framework established by the
National Office for School Counselor
Advocacy (NOSCA), but are counselor
educators familiar with it—and how much
value do they place on each component? This
study begins to address this important
question, and the implications for pre-service
counselor training.

Launching a new
academic journal,
especially one
focused on college
access, is a dream
come true! This
inaugural issue
features three different scholarly pieces – one
on college and career readiness counseling
training, one on students with intellectual
disabilities, and one on summer support – all
critical topics in the field of college access.
We are also excited to provide some guest
perspectives from the President and CEO of
the Lumina Foundation and showcase the
voice of expert Mandy Savitz-Romer, Ph.D. of
Harvard University.

Increasing Access to Postsecondary
Education for Students with Intellectual
Disabilities
College access is often limited to the construct
of expanding opportunities to low-income
students and students of color. This article
identifies efforts to broaden college access to
students who were once considered beyond
the reach of college opportunities based on
intellectual disability, a vital dimension of the
college access movement that is often
overlooked.

FEATURED ARTICLES
Advisor and Student Experiences of
Summer Support for College-Intending,
Low-Income High School Graduates
This piece provides important insights into
“summer melt,” the phenomenon that occurs
when college-bound high school graduates do
not follow through on the summer activities
needed to attend college in the fall. New
programs suggest there are ways to reduce
summer melt; this article offers excellent
insights into their efficacy.
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We acknowledge the support of the Brandy
Johnson at the Michigan College Access
Network, bepress, and Maira Bundza of
Western Michigan University in helping us
launch the journal and this first issue!
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In addition, special thanks to Fareed Shalhout
and Alex Susienka who proofread the final
version before we published.

Foreword
Authored by
Brandy Johnson, Execu ve Director of the
Michigan College Access Network

W

elcome to the inaugural issue
of the Journal of College
Access. I am thrilled to see this
publication take off, and
know great things are in store for its future.

practitioners about the critical
role we must play to support
students in their pursuit of higher
education.
We look forward to the questions posed,
theses formed and discussions generated by
this publication as we increase momentum
and work in tandem with this exciting and
innovative research initiative.

The Michigan College Access Network
(MCAN) is an organization that strives to
increase the college readiness, participation
and completion rates in our state. College
access is one of the most important issues that
faces our state today, as college truly is no
longer a luxury but indeed a necessity. Our
knowledge-based economy requires more
from our students than just a high school
diploma. Leaders from across all sectors and
from communities all across the country must
commit to work to make sure that all students
– regardless of their race, background, or
socio-economic status – have access to
postsecondary education.

MCAN’s goal is to increase the percentage of
Michigan residents with high-quality degrees
or credentials to 60 percent by the year 2025.
We believe academic publications like this are
a step in the right direction to making that
goal a reality.

This journal spearheads a multifaceted
approach to foster a college-going culture. As
the college access movement continues to
build, we will look to the new ideas,
prominent research and scholarship provided
by the Journal of College Access for guidance.
Articles and columns written by some of the
most prominent academics in the field of
postsecondary access can help to disseminate
vital information and influence policymakers
at the local, state and national levels. Their
messages help educate policymakers and
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